
Sirius 65W

The future of charging is small, mighty, 
and versatile.

Power adapter
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Product overview

Thank you for choosing the Einova 
Sirius 65W Universal Laptop 
Charger! It’s the world’s smallest 
power adapter of its kind, 3x smaller 
than standard power adapters. 
And it’s both good for your devices 
and good for the planet thanks 
to Einova’s patented EcoVoltas™ 
power conversion architecture.

Compatible with USB-C devices 
requiring up to 65W of power, 
including MacBook Air and Pro, 
other USB-C laptops, smartphones, 
tablets, headphones, speakers, 
cameras, drones, gaming consoles 
and more. 
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Sirius 65W is a must-have tech 
accessory for digital nomads, 
business travelers, and anyone else 
on the go. The charger easily fits 
into small spaces — slim laptop 
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sleeves, hand luggage, even your 
pocket — thanks to its ultra-compact 
size, folding prongs, and detachable 
6ft USB-C cable with built-in cable 
management system.



Designed and precision 
engineered in Italy at Einova’s 
research and design headquarters 
(Modena, Emilia-Romagna), Sirius 
65W features Eggtronic’s patented 
EcoVoltas™ power conversion 
architecture plus cutting-edge 
gallium nitride (GaN) power 
transistors to achieve the fastest, 
safest, most energy-efficient 
charging experience available  
on the market.
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EcoVoltas™ technology: 
unbeatable energy 
efficiency

1 Based on internal tests of Sirius 65W and the Apple 61W power adapter.



The benefits of GaN technology 
are well established. GaN is a major 
improvement over the previous 
generation of semiconductors made 
from silicon, and helps shrink a given 
charger’s size, weight, and cost. 
However, other GaN chargers on the 
market are limited by the fact that 
they still use an old and inefficient 
power architecture. 
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Only Sirius 65W packs a one-two 
punch of GaN and EcoVoltas. The 
result is unbeatable, best-in-class 
dimensions and energy efficiency. 
Compared to other GaN chargers 
without EcoVoltas technology, Sirius 
65W is 50% smaller in size and 3% 
more energy efficient1. 

EcoVoltas™ technology: 
unbeatable energy 
efficiency



What makes  
Sirius 65W unique?
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Universal and versatile: The robust 
65W Power Delivery output can 
power your laptops, smartphones, 
tablets, action cameras, drones, 
gaming consoles and more.

Savvy form factor: Perfect for 
travellers. Smaller and lighter than 
a deck of cards and with folding 
prongs that make Sirius 65W easy to 
take on the go. 

Eco-friendly with EcoVoltas™: 
Simplify your charging while 
reducing your carbon footprint. 
Sirius 65W’s tiny dimensions, 
lightweight frame, and ultra-high 
energy efficiency rate are all possible 
thanks to the superior combination 
of EcoVoltas power conversion 
architecture and GaN power 
transistors. Speaking of efficiency... 

World-leading 93% energy 
efficiency rate: 10% more efficient 
than standard adapters without 
EcoVoltas and GaN, including those 
by Anker, Aukey and RAVPower. 

Designed in Italy: A stylish and 
practical charging device for 
everyone that appreciates sleek, 
minimalist design.

Fast: Charges your iPhone 12 up to 
30% in just 30 minutes.2
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2 Based on tests conducted under real-world conditions at Einova’s research laboratories.  
Your charging performance may vary. 
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Advanced safety features that 
prolong the life of your device:
Sirius 65W’s cool running 
feature keeps internal charging 
temperatures 50% lower. The Power 
Delivery protocol’s automatic device 
detection protects your connected 
device by detecting the load and 
automatically calibrating and 
delivering the correct voltage.

Other international safety and 
quality certifications: Not only USB-
IF. Proudly certified as safe, reliable, 
energy-efficient and future-proof 
by the FCC, IEC, RoHS, California 
Prop 65 and US DoE Level VI Energy 
Efficiency; UL listed.

1-year limited warranty and lifetime 
customer support: With 24/7 
support by phone, live chat, or email, 
Einova stands by its products. USB-IF certified: The USB 

Implementers Forum is an industry 
group that protects the safety 
and reliability of USB ports and 
cables. The rigorous certification 
process includes electrical tests for 
voltage ripple, transient states, and 
digital communication between 
charger and load, plus conformity to 
mechanical standards. Sirius 65W’s 
USB-IF certification (ID 39056) 
means proven performance for 
power/data transmission far beyond 
the minimum required, for a reliable 
and safe charging experience now 
and in the future.
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What specifically  
to look for
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Folding prongs: The prongs tuck 
away laterally when not in use, 
saving space making Sirius 65W 
ultra-easy to carry. And they’ll 
never snag on items in your bag or 
awkwardly poke through fabric. 

(Black variant only) Anti-fingerprint 
coating: Especially formulated by 
Einova product designers so that the 
charger always appears matte and 
as clean as the day you opened the 
package. 

Low-profile body design: Hate it 
when your power adapters fall out 
of the socket? We do, too. Sirius 
65W’s flush-to-the-wall body design 
ensures that it always remains 
perfectly balanced in the wall socket. 

Business travel and office ready:  
A second benefit of the slim profile 
— it’s easy to take advantage of 
those outlets located in narrow 
spaces behind furniture. 

(White variant only) Glossy finish: 
A gleaming finish that complements 
the high-end industrial design of 
your devices. 

Premium 6ft braided cable: 
Braided with nylon for durability and 
strength. The cable is completely 
detachable, and thanks to the 
double-sided hook and loop fastener, 
cable management is a breeze. 
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Compatibility

Sirius 65W and the included USB-C 
to USB-C cable are compatible with 
all USB-C devices that require 65W 
or less of power input, including 
MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, other 
USB-C laptops, smartphones, tablets, 
Bluetooth devices, action cameras, 
drones, gaming systems and more. 



How to use
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Insert the included USB-C cable  
into Sirius 65W’s USB-C port.

Open the folding prongs correctly 
and then plug Sirius 65W into a 
power outlet.

Insert the other end of the USB-C 
cable into the charging port of your 
laptop or any other compatible 
device.

1

2
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Competitive comparison

Einova
$69.99

RAVPower
$39.99

Anker
$39.99

Size & Weight 2.70x1.98x0.77 in
95g

1.9x1.9x1.2 in
105g

2.36x2.28x1.18 in
113g

Output power 65W 61W 65W

Certification USB-IF + UL TUV

Flush to 
the wall

Energy
Efficiency

>93% <90% <90%

Technology EcoVoltas
GaN 2nd Gen

-
GaN

-
GaN 2nd Gen

Cable included



Specifications
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Valet Tray:
Dimensions: 
2.71 x 1.99 x 0.78 in (6,9 x 5,07 x 2 cm)
Weight: 
95g
Input voltage: 
100–240VAC, 50-60Hz, 1.5A
Output: 
USB-C 5V3A, 9V3A, 12V3A, 15V3A, 20V3.25A, max 65W
Output power rating: 
65W
Compatibility: 
Universal (up to 65W)
Finish: 
Black soft touch or gloss white
Certifications: 
FCC, UL, ROHS, level VI, USB-IF

Cable:
Braided nylon USB-C to USB-C (6ft)

Package includes: 
Sirius 65W Universal Laptop Charger, braided nylon USB-C to USB-C cable 
(6ft) with double-sided hook and loop cable fastener, user manual.

USB-IF certification ID 39056
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Availability

Authorized retailers include Einova.com, Amazon.com, and in stores 
including Target, Best Buy, Walmart, Home Depot, Office Depot, Staples, 
and more.

Sirius 65W Universal Laptop Charger is available in four variants: black soft 
touch, gloss white, plus two bundles with unique features not covered in this 
guide: Sirius 65W - Microsoft Bundle and Sirius 65W - Apple Bundle. 



About Einova by Eggtronic

Empowering Your Life

Eggtronic has been revolutionizing 
the world of power electronics and 
wireless power since 2012. Based in 
Modena, Italy, San Francisco, and 
Guangzhou, China, Eggtronic’s 
specialized mechatronic and 
electrical engineers are creating 
the next generation of micro-sized, 
energy-efficient power conversion. 
More than 200 international patents 
have been granted worldwide to 
date. 

For more information

Media / press / feedback:
HF@einova.com

For technical support:
Natasha Drake
natasha.drake@einova.com

Einova is the Eggtronic retail brand 
that unites Eggtronic innovations 
with premium Italian product 
design. Einova wireless chargers, 
power banks, and power adapters 
are sold in retailers throughout 
North America, Europe, and the 
Middle East and online at einova.
com. Whether for B2B partnerships 
or for today’s discerning consumers, 
Eggtronic and Einova help make 
modern life easier, more efficient 
and more connected. 
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www.einova.com


